
Who’s A Tax and Spender? 

I’d like to believe that my reputation on the Oshkosh Common Council was as a fiscal 
conservative, an opponent of wasteful spending. I did after all consistently oppose the 
city’s misadventure into the 100 Block, and was indeed frequently its lone Council 
opponent. I also fought an often lonely fight against the $2 million widening of 
Jackson St., which by the State DOT’s own statistical analysis failed to meet its own 
criteria for widening. 

And I led the effort to narrow our residential streets from 36’ to 32’ wide, cutting 
reconstruction costs by 10%. (I proposed a 20% reduction to 28’ wide, but settled for 
what I could get.) So have I changed since I left the Council? Am I really the tax and 
spend liberal several letter writers and online commentators claim that I am? 

No, I haven’t changed.  But yes, I actually am a real life economist. So I know that in 
an economy like the one we have now, government spending, and lots of it, is exactly 
what the Economics Doctorates are ordering.  And no, cutting taxes just won’t work. 

But you don’t need to believe me. Believe that conservative icon, Nobel Prize winning 
Milton Friedman. In his 1957 book “The Theory of the Consumption Function,”  
Friedman developed his Permanent Income Hypothesis, which among other things 
predicts that a temporary tax cut will lead almost entirely to consumer saving rather 
than spending. 

Which is exactly what we saw last May, when George Bush’s stimulus checks were 
mailed out. According to the St. Louis Fed, May’s U.S. personal savings rate was a 
whopping (by recent standards) 4.6%. The previous 12 months averaged 0.3%. Had 
Obama followed suit with his own stimulus tax cuts, as those letter writers proposed, 
they too would have been almost entirely saved, not spent. Since November, the 
savings rate has been over 3%; in January it hit 5%. In recessions consumers quit 
spending, and tax cuts won’t change that. (In the words of my good friend and former 
colleague Ike Brannon, one of John McCain’s top economic advisors during last year’s 
campaign, Bush’s stimulus checks were a “total disaster” – an opinion shared by 
economists of all political persuasions.) 

But wouldn’t those savings “go to banks” (as one letter writer argued) to get lent and 
induce more spending or investment? In normal times, yes.  But these aren’t normal 
times. We’re in what used to be called a “financial panic,” and one of the hallmarks of 
a panic is a severe drop in bank lending.  

In normal times, government borrowing crowds out private borrowing – which is why 
the long term Bush tax cuts of 2001, which contributed to the continuous deficits we 
ran throughout the Bush Administration, were such a bad idea. But during a financial 
panic, there’s insufficient private borrowing, not enough to be crowded out. So we 
need the government to step in, borrow, and spend. During recessions, and only 
during recessions, deficits are good. 

But if you don’t believe me, a PhD in economics, fine. If you prefer getting your 
economics advice from letter writers with no economics background, or even from a 
certain loud mouthed prescription drug abusing ex-DJ college flunk-out radio 
personality, be my guest. But don’t be too surprised if they end up getting the 
analysis all wrong, and leading you astray. 

After all, where were they on the 100 Block when we needed them? 


